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Abstract: Element segregation in the as-cast medium-entropy alloy (MEA), CrCoNiAl0.014, has a
significant influence on its mechanical properties. This study focused on aluminum segregation in
the as-cast CrCoNiAl0.014 MEA at room temperature (300 K). The element distribution, morphology,
and type of precipitates formed by the elemental segregation were identified by optical microscopy,
X-ray diffraction, electron probe microanalysis, and transmission electron microscopy. Al segregation
existed at the dendritic boundary in the face-centered cubic (FCC) MEA matrix. Hybrid molecular
dynamics and Monte Carlo simulations were conducted to analyze the diffusion behavior and the
chemical affinity of Al, as well as understand the segregation mechanism of Al at the atomic scale.
Al displayed a faster diffusion speed and a higher chemical affinity than Ni, Cr, and Co at the same
temperature. Al segregated at the dendritic boundary to form the Al-rich phase. Furthermore, as
the temperature was increased, the atomic thermal vibration of these four elements became more
intensive, and Al segregation was more serious. However, Al segregation improved the uniform
diffusion of Cr, Co, and Ni. Therefore, this study provides a reference for subsequent reductions in
element segregation and improvements in the mechanical properties of MEA.

Keywords: molecular dynamics; Monte Carlo; medium-entropy alloy; element segregation

1. Introduction

Multi-primary element alloys (MPEAs) are a mixture of at least two primary elements.
The proportions of constituent elements in multielement alloys are primarily equiatomic
or close to equiatomic proportions. Moreover, the crystal structure of MPEAs is either
a face-centered cubic (FCC) or body-centered cubic (BCC) arrangement. Nevertheless,
compared to conventional alloy systems comprising one or two major elements, these
MPEAs have an extraordinary structure and functional properties, which can contribute to
high entropy, lattice distortion hysteresis diffusion, and stress cocktail effects in MPEAs.
Therefore, these alloys have attracted extensive research interest in materials science since
their introduction in 2004 [1–5]. Among MPEAs, the high-entropy alloy CrMnFeCoNi [6]
and medium-entropy alloy CrCoNi [7] are used widely, exhibiting excellent high strength
and high ductility at room temperature (300 K) and low temperature (77 K) [8,9]. G.
Laplanc et al. [10] reported that the nanodeposition acts as an additional deformation
mechanism in the medium-entropy alloy CrCoNi. Therefore, this medium-entropy alloy ex-
hibited higher muscle strength and flexibility than the high-entropy alloy CrMnFeCoNi [10].
Zhang et al. [9] reported that the super tensile strength of the medium-entropy alloy CrCoNi
was approximately 1 GPa and the failure strain was 70%. Although the medium-entropy
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alloy CrCoNi has good applications in structural engineering [11–14], its yield strength at
room temperature is insufficient, further limiting its extensive application in this field.

Several studies reported that adding suitable elements in high-entropy alloys (HEAs)
with an FCC crystal structure could form a BCC intermetallic phase in the FCC matrix, ef-
fectively enhancing the strength-ductility synergy of HEAs [15–20]. For example, Shun [21]
and Jiang [22] et al., added Mo and Nb to CrCoFeNiMox and CrCoFeNiNbx alloys, respec-
tively, to enhance their yield ratio. In a previous study, Al was added to the medium-entropy
alloy CrCoNi to improve its yield strength. For example, Lu et al. [23] reported that when
the Al content was increased gradually to 22%, the strength of the Al-containing medium-
entropy alloy CrCoNi increased to 2700 Mpa, and its flexibility was 10%. Lu et al. [23]
reported that adding different proportions of Al could improve the mechanical properties
of Al-containing medium-entropy alloy CrCoNi. However, few studies have reported how
the delayed diffusion effect of the medium-entropy alloy CrCoNiAl0.014 in the as-cast status
influences elemental segregation and its mechanical properties. The mechanism of element
diffusion and segregation in the medium-entropy alloy CrCoNiAl0.014 was established,
particularly under the influence of the local chemical environment.

In addition to elemental diffusion, other factors, such as atomic radius and electroneg-
ativity, cause element segregation in the microstructure of multi-elements (e.g., medium-
entropy alloy CrCoNiAl0.014). Element segregation in such alloys will indirectly affect their
mechanical properties. Ding et al. [24] reported that the atomic size and electronegativity
of Pd in a high-entropy alloy CoCrFeNiPd compared to the other elements (Co, Cr, Fe, and
Ni) were different from those of Mn in the high-entropy alloy CoCrFeNiMn. Moreover,
the element distribution of the high-entropy alloy CoCrFeNiPd was not uniform (element
segregation), giving it a higher yield strength than the high-entropy alloy CoCrFeNiMn.
However, under the current limited experimental means, establishing the mechanism of
element diffusion and element segregation of the medium-entropy alloy CrCoNiAl0.014
due to the influence of its chemical environment is challenging. The essence of element
segregation in the medium-entropy alloy CrCoNiAl0.014 is interatomic aggregation. There-
fore, a combination of experimental and simulation methods has become the first choice to
explain the atomic-level mechanism of the medium-entropy alloy CrCoNiAl0.014.

Hybrid molecular dynamics (MD) and Monte Carlo (MC) methods are used mainly
to study the atomic aggregation of multielement alloys. Jian et al. [25] found that the
stress of partial dislocation nucleation in medium-entropy alloy CrCoNi was increased
by increasing the short-range order (SRO), which affected the yield strength of the alloy.
Li et al. [26] reported that for the same system, the robustness of its energy structure
could be improved by enhancing the SRO of the medium-entropy alloy CrCoNi, and the
activation energy barrier can be controlled to achieve dislocation activity, thereby enhancing
its strength. Furthermore, for the HEAs, CoCuFeNiPd and CoCuFeNiTi, Chen et al. [27]
reported that the chemical affinity differences and exclusivity between Ti (Pd) and other
elements (Co, Cu, Fe, Ni) yielded differences in chemical affinity, atomic segregation, SRO,
and the agglomeration formation of these two HEAs. Hence, this method can be used
to study the effects of the diffusion intensity and chemical affinity of elements on atomic
segregation. However, only limited studies have been conducted on the mechanism of
element segregation in medium-upper-entropy alloys using the hybrid MD/MC method.
Therefore, using this hybrid simulation method to explain the influence mechanism of
elemental diffusion and chemical affinity of the medium-entropy alloy CrCoNiAl0.014 on
its mechanical properties is of immense significance for guiding MEA processing and
improving the performance design.

Optical microscopy (OM), X-ray diffraction (XRD), electron probe microanalysis
(EPMA), and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) were used to examine element
segregation at the dendrite grain boundary of the microstructure of the as-cast entropy
alloy CrCoNiAl0.014, which is caused mainly by the segregation of the Al. Moreover, no
other new phase was generated. The MD and MC simulations were combined to explore
the influence of the diffusion strength of various elements (Cr, Co, Ni, and Al) and their
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chemical affinity on element segregation in a medium-entropy alloy CrCoNiAl0.014. The
simulations showed that the diffusivity and chemical affinity of different elements of the
medium-entropy alloy CrCoNiAl0.014 affect its element segregation and mechanical properties.

2. Method
2.1. Experiments

CrCoNiAl0.014 ingots (30 g) were produced by melting mixtures of pure Cr (99.95%),
Co (99.99%), Ni (99.99%), and Al (99.99%) in a water-cooled copper crucible under an argon
atmosphere. These mixtures were remelted at least 5–6 times to achieve a uniform chemical
composition. The chemical composition of the ingots was tested by inductively coupled
plasma–atomic emission spectrometry (ICP–AES, Spectral Products, Windham, CT, USA),
as illustrated in Table 1. Phase identification was performed by XRD (D/max-2200, Rigaku
Corporation, Austin, TX, USA) using Cu–Kα radiation at 40 kV/30 mA and a scanning step
from 20◦ to 100◦ 2θ. Metallographic and EPMA specimens of the as-cast medium-entropy
alloy CrCoNiAl0.014 were obtained by electropolishing using ethanol and sulfuric acid.
The morphology and microstructure of the as-cast sample were characterized using a
metallographic microscope and scanning electron microscope equipped with a tungsten
filament and energy spectrum analyzer. The foil samples were observed by TEM (FEI
TECNAI G2 F20, Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Waltham, Massachusetts, USA) operating at
200 keV. The TEM samples of the as-cast specimens were obtained by sequential grinding,
polishing, and ion thinning.

Table 1. Chemical composition of CrCoNiAl0.014 alloy. (at.%).

Elements Ni Cr Co Al

CrCoNiAl0.014 32.96 34.58 32.45 0.014

2.2. Simulation Method

The mechanism of element segregation in the microstructure of the medium-entropy
alloy CrCoNiAl0.014 ingot was examined. A hybrid MD/MC scheme was used to simulate
its segregation behavior in the LAMMPS software package [28]. A set of embedded atom
model interatomic potential functions for the Fe–Ni–Cr–Co–Al HEAs developed by Diana
Franks et al. [29] was used. These potential functions could be used to predict the relative
stability of the FCC-structured pentad mixture and the Al-containing phases, and verifica-
tion and application of these potential functions were conducted in several studies [30–36].
The Voronoi tessellation method was adopted to establish an idealized FCC structure of
the Ni polycrystalline atomic model with a lattice spacing of 3.56 Å using the Atomsk plat-
form [37] and a large box size of 10.68 nm × 10.68 nm × 10.68 nm, which consists of more
than 100,000 atoms and only 10 randomly oriented grains. Certain atoms in the Ni polycrys-
talline model were then replaced with Cr, Co, and Al atoms using the random substitution
method, and their atomic proportions were 0.3458, 0.32.45, and 0.00014, respectively. At
300 K and 700 K, a variance-constrained semi-regular ensemble was used for the MC simu-
lation [38]. The exchange between different atoms in MC simulation follows the principle
of Metropolis exchange [38]. The conventional methods were applied under the canonical
ensemble MC method to calculate the chemical potential difference between Ni and Cr
and Co and Al in the medium-entropy alloy CrCoNiAl0.014. Previous studies [25,39,40]
calculated the difference in chemical potential between the different elements in an MPEA
by combining the MC method with a semi-canonical ensemble. However, these methods
must go through multiple iterations to obtain the chemical potential difference between the
elements in an MPEA. To reduce the calculation cost, Campos et al. [41] proposed a new
method to solve the aforementioned problem. Therefore, the chemical potential difference
between Ni and Cr and Co and Al in the medium-entropy alloy CrCoNiAl0.014 at 300 K
and 700 K was calculated using the aforementioned new method as follows: ∆µNi−Al =
−0.902446 eV, ∆µNi−Cr =−0.230166 eV, ∆µNi−Co =−0.0395478 eV; ∆µNi−Al =−0.687905 eV,
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∆µNi−Cr = −0.687905 eV, ∆µNi−Co = −0.0395478 eV. The target concentrations of these four
elements were CNi = 0.3296, CCr = 0.3458, CCo = 0.3245, and CAl = 0.00014, respectively.
Some other specific parameters were obtained from Sadigh et al. [38]. The MD algorithm
was added to the MC simulation to accelerate the convergence at the Nose–Hoover tem-
perature under pressure control. Moreover, isothermal relaxation was performed at zero
pressure with a total number of 1.2 million steps. Subsequently, the conjugate gradient
method was used to eliminate the internal stress of the polycrystalline atomic model.
Finally, the simulation was run for 1.2 million steps at a timestep of 1 fs tau. Periodic
boundary conditions were applied to the whole simulation process.

The atomic models of 300 K and 700 K obtained via hybrid MD/MC were used to
calculate the mean square displacement and the mean square displacement of the medium-
entropy alloy CrCoNiAl0.014. First, the atomic model was relaxed by 1 million steps at 300 K
and 700 K in the NPT ensemble. Subsequently, the conjugate gradient was used to minimize
its energy. Finally, the mean square displacements of each element of the medium-entropy
alloy CrCoNiAl0.014 were calculated at 300 k and 700 k by balancing 1 million steps under
the NPT ensemble again. The simulated timestep used for calculating the mean square
displacement was 1 fs.

2.3. Post-Process

All visualization and post-treatment of the medium-entropy alloy CrCoNiAl0.014 were
performed using the OVITO [42] package (Figure 1). The reference formulae for calculating
the atomic square displacement and diffusion coefficient of the atomic model are displayed
below. The formulae for calculating the internal and normalized internal accumulation
energy were derived from the formulae proposed by Chen et al. [27].

Figure 1. Polycrystalline atom model (a) of medium-entropy alloy CrCoNiAl0.014 and structure
identification (b) using Common neighbor analysis module in OVITO.

The relationship between the mean square displacement (MSD) and the time “t” is
expressed as follows:

MSD = R2(t) =
1
N ∑N

i=1 |xi(t)− xi(0)|2 (1)

where R2(t) represents the average value of the atomic MSD, N refers to the total number
of atoms in the atomic model, xi(t) indicates the position of the atom at time ‘t’, and xi(0)
denotes the initial position of the atom.

The relationship between D and MSD is expressed as follows:

Dt =
1
6

d
dt

< |ri(t)− ri(0)|2 > (2)

where ri(t) represents the MSD of the atom at time t in simulation, ri(0) denotes the MSD
of the atom at time 0 in simulation, and Dt indicates the diffusion coefficient.
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The combination of cohesive energy and chemical affinity of two different elements
AB (Cr, Co, Ni, and Al) of as-cast medium-entropy alloy CrCoNiAl0.014 in the MD + MC
simulation was characterized. The cohesive energy is expressed as follows:

Ec(AB) =
1
2
{

Eg(A) + Eg(B)− Eg(AB)
}

(3)

where Eg(AB) is the energy of the fully relaxed AB structure, whereas Eg(A) and Eg(B)
are the energies of isolated A and B atoms in their ground state, respectively.

The normalized cohesive energy was expressed as follows:

En(AB) = [Eh − Ec(AB)]/(Eh − El) (4)

where Ec(AB) denotes the cohesive energy of the AB unit cell determined by the interatomic
potential, Eh is the maximum value of Ec(AB), and El refers to the minimum value
of Ec(AB).

The chemical affinity (CA) is defined as:

C(A)(AB) = [En(AB) + En(BA)]/2 (5)

where En(AB) and En(BA) are the normalized cohesive energies of the AB and BA unit
cells, respectively.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Experimental
Microstructure and Phase Structure

Figure 2a,b show the microstructure and the XRD pattern of the as-cast medium-
entropy alloy CrCoNiAl0.014, respectively. As shown in Figure 2a, the microstructure
of the as-cast medium-entropy alloy CrCoNiAl0.014 was composed of a cellular crystal
(marked with a black dot circle), and several fine black particles were distributed at the
interface of cellular crystals owing to element segregation. However, identifying them
by XRD (Figure 2b) was difficult because the amount of these fine black particles was
low. As a typical MEA, the matrix of the as-cast Cr-CoNiAl0.014 alloy is a single-phase
solid solution with an FCC crystal structure. Figure 2b shows the crystal plane index
and the crystal spacing. The crystal spacing was approximately 0.356 nm. Lu et al. [21]
detected a weak (111)BCC peak near the (111)FCC peak when the Al content was increased
to 12%. These results showed that the elements were segregated in the microstructure of
the medium-entropy alloy CrCoNiAl0.014, without forming a new segregation phase.

Figure 2. Microstructure (a) and the X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns (b) of the CrCoNiAl0.014 alloy.
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Figure 3a,b show the surface scanning and line scanning results of Ni, Cr, Co, and Al
of the as-cast medium-entropy alloy CrCoNiAl0.014, detected via EPMA, respectively. Ni,
Cr, and Co of the as-cast medium-entropy alloy CrCoNiAl0.014 are distributed uniformly,
as shown in Figure 3a. However, there was a small amount of Al segregation (marked by
the dotted red circle). Figure 3b shows that the fluctuation range of atomic concentrations
of Ni, Cr, Co, and Al in the as-cast entropic alloy CrCoNiAl0.014 was 33.5, 33.5, 32.9, and
0.1 at. %, respectively. The distribution of a small amount of Al was also detected by
line scanning. The composition of the wire-scanning surface of the cast medium-entropy
alloy CrCoNiAl0.014 determined by EPMA is consistent with the quantitative composition
detected via ICP–AES.

Figure 3. Surface scanning (a) and line scanning (b) of Ni, Cr, Co, and Al in the as-cast medium-
entropy alloy CrCoNiAl0.014 detected by electron probe microanalysis (EPMA). The red arrow in
Figure (b) shows the direction of the line scanning surface.

To determine the crystal structure of the black phase of the medium-entropy alloy
CrCoNiAl0.014, its microstructure and electron diffraction pattern were analyzed via TEM.
The results are shown in Figure 4.

The representative TEM images of the medium-entropy alloy CrCoNiAl0.014 are shown
in Figure 4a–c. The matrix of intermediate entropy alloy CrCoNiAl0.014 has no diffraction
points except the diffraction points of FCC lattice (Figure 4a–c), which is consistent with
the absence of a secondary phase. This result was consistent with the aforementioned
XRD results. Lu et al. [21] reported that when the Al content was increased to >12%, the
microstructure of the Al-containing medium-entropy alloy CrCoNi was primarily the FCC
crystal structure, accompanied by a small amount of the BCC structure. Thus, the results of
the present study and those reported by Lu et al. [21] validate each other.

3.2. Simulation
3.2.1. Simulation of the Element Segregation Process

The element segregation, distribution of the Al at the grain boundary, and atomic
crystal concentration of each element of the entropy alloy CrCoNiAl0.014 in the as-cast state
were simulated by MD and MC methods, as shown in Figures 5 and 6, and Tables 2 and 3.
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Figure 4. Representative TEM images of the medium entropy alloy CrCoNiAl0.014 under one pass
rolling: (a) Transmission electron microscopy (TEM), (b) Partial enlarged image, and (c) Electron
diffraction pattern of the [011] crystal plane from the selected area highlighted by the dashed circle
in (b).

Figure 5. Element segregation process (a–c) and Distribution of Al elements (d–f) of the CrCoNiAl0.014

alloy with medium-entropy at 0, 1.5 and 3 ns grain boundaries, respectively, at 300 K.
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Figure 6. Element segregation process (a–c) and Distribution of Al elements (d–f) of the CrCoNiAl0.014

alloy with medium-entropy at 0, 1.5, and 3 ns grain boundaries, respectively, at 700 K.

Table 2. Atomic Concentrations of Ni, Cr, Co, and Al at Grain Boundary of the Medium-Entropy
Alloy CrCoNiAl0.014 at 300 K.

Time (ns)
Element Concentration (at. %)

Cr Co Ni Al

0 34.7 32.3 33.1 0.0
1.5 52.5 31.2 15.1 1.2
3 52.5 31.4 14.7 1.3

Table 3. Atomic Concentrations of Ni, Cr, Co, and Al at Grain Boundary of Medium-Entropy Alloy
CrCoNiAl0.014 at 700 K.

Time (ns)
Element Concentration (at. %)

Cr Co Cr Al

0 34.7 32.3 33.1 0.0
1.5 42.5 31.6 25.5 0.3
3 42.3 31.7 25.7 0.3

Figures 5a–f and 6a–f present the atomic segregation process of the grain boundary
surface and the distribution of Al at the grain boundary of the medium-entropy alloy
CrCoNiAl0.014 at 0, 1.5, and 3 ns at 300 and 700 K, respectively. At 300 K and 700 K, the grain
boundary of polycrystalline CrCoNiAl0.014 was observed at 0 ns (Figures 5a–c and 6a–c);
no atoms from other structures were detected on the grain boundary surface. This result
was because a perfect crystal structure is maintained by the initial polycrystalline model
established at the initial stage. As the overall energy of the polycrystalline model tends
to be stable, a few atoms within the BCC structure appear on the grain boundary surface
of the polycrystalline model CrCoNiAl0.014. The atoms of the BCC structure on the grain
boundary surface existed as a single atom and did not form atomic clusters. This is because
under the influence of the thermal vibration of the atom, with decreasing overall energy,
the diffusion rate of the medium-entropy alloy CrCoNiAl0.014 containing the trace Al at
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the grain boundary is greater than that in the crystal. The concentration of Al at the grain
boundaries of medium-entropy alloy CrCoNiAl0.014 was higher at 300 k than at 700 k
(Figure 5e,f and Figure 6e,f). The formation of the BCC crystal structure on the grain
boundary surface of the medium-entropy alloy CrCoNiAl0.014 is related to the increase in
the concentration of Al at the grain boundary.

The changes in the atomic concentration of other elements at the grain boundary of the
medium-entropy alloy CrCoNiAl0.014 were examined. Tables 2 and 3 lists the changes in the
atomic concentration of each element at the grain boundary of the medium-entropy alloy
CrCoNiAl0.014 at 300 and 700 K, respectively. The atomic concentrations of the Ni and Co
decrease at the grain boundaries of the medium-entropy alloy CrCoNiAl0.014. In contrast,
the atomic concentrations of Cr and Al increased at the grain boundaries at 300 K and 700 K,
respectively, from 0 to 1.5 ns. From 1.5 to 3 ns, no change in the atomic concentrations of
Ni, Cr, Co, and Al at the grain boundaries was observed.

3.2.2. Atomic Trajectories and Element Diffusion

The simulations of the abovementioned medium-entropy alloy CrCoNiAl0.014 show
that the single BCC crystal structure formed via grain boundary segregation is related
to its chemical environment. In particular, the single BCC crystal structure is related to
the diffusion of the elements of the alloy. Figure 7a,b and Figure 8a–d show the atomic
trajectory, MSD, and diffusion rate of the medium-entropy alloy CrCoNiAl0.014 at 300 and
700 K, respectively.

Figure 7. Atomic diffusion trajectory of medium-entropy alloy CrCoNiAl0.014 at annealing tempera-
tures of 300K (a) and 700K (b).

A slice of atoms normal to x, the [100] direction, was selected for visualization with
a cut-off distance of 30 angstroms (Å) to trace the atomic trajectory in the element dif-
fusion process of medium-entropy alloy CrCoNiAl0.014. Therefore, atomic trajectories of
the medium-entropy alloy CrCoNiAl0.014 represents the operation of projecting a three-
dimensional diffusion pattern on the yz plane. Figure 7a shows that Ni, Cr, Co, and Al
of the medium-entropy alloy CrCoNiAl0.014 escape from the initial position at 300 K and
travel a certain distance in the crystal, suggesting that diffusion occurs at an MD time of
4.2 ns. Compared with the tuple diffusion track of each element of the medium-entropy
CrCoNiAl0.014 at 300 K, significant improvement was observed in the cumulative diffusion
displacement of Al at 700 K compared to that of Ni, Cr, and Co (Figure 7b). Hence, with
increasing temperature, Al becomes more active in dynamics than Ni, Cr, and Co. In addi-
tion, at 300 K and 700 K, the atomic trajectory lines of Ni, Cr, Co, and Al had a herringbone
shape because the element diffusion is not controlled along a specific vacancy, and the
overall diffusion trajectory occurs randomly with the vibration of the lattice.
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Figure 8. Mean square displacement and diffusion rate (a,c) of Ni, Cr, and Co elements, and
mean square displacement and diffusion rate (b,d) of Al elements of the medium-entropy alloy
CrCoNiAl0.014 at 300 and 700 K.

The relationship between MSD and time change at 300 and 700 K and the fitted
diffusion rate was simulated to quantify the dynamic inhomogeneity of element diffusion
in the medium-entropy alloy CrCoNiAl0.014, as illustrated in Figure 8a–d, respectively.
Figure 8a–d shows that the MSD of the Ni, Cr, Co, and Al in the medium-entropy alloy
CrCoNiAl0.014 increases with temperature. The MSD of the Al atoms increased faster than
that of Ni, Cr, and Co atoms. However, at 300 and 700 K, the MSD of Al in the medium-
entropy alloy CrCoNiAl0.014 was the highest, whereas that of Ni was the lowest. This
phenomenon showed that the Al becomes more active than Ni, Cr, and Co with increasing
temperature, which is consistent with the comparison of atomic trajectories in Figure 8a,b.
The formula in Figure 8b was used for fitting and calculating the diffusion rate of each
element in the medium-entropy alloy CrCoNiAl0.014. The fitting results showed that the
diffusion rate of the Al is higher than that of Ni, Cr, and Co.

3.2.3. Cohesive Energy and Chemical Affinity

From the MD perspective, this study revealed the relationship between the element
segregation process and the element diffusion of the medium-entropy alloy CrCoNiAl0.014.
The process of element segregation is affected by the diffusion of elements and is con-
strained by the force between the elements, particularly the chemical affinity. Therefore, the
cohesive energy and chemical affinity in the CrCoNiAl0.014 atomic model are demonstrated
as follows:

Figure 9a,b show the cohesion energy and CA of the atomic model of the medium-
entropy alloy CrCoNiAl0.014. The cohesive energy between the Ni–Ni (Cr, Co) in the
CrCoNiAl0.014 atomic model was greater than −4 eV (Figure 9a); the cohesive energy
between Al–Ni (Cr, Co) was between −3 and 4 eV, and the cohesive energy between the Al–
Al parts was less than −3 eV. Therefore, Al–Al in CrCoNiAl0.014 belonged to high-energy
clusters. Al–Ni (Cr, Co) belonged to medium-energy groups, and Ni–Ni (Cr, Co) belonged
to low-energy clusters. The cohesive energy of Al–Al (Ni, Cr, and Co) in CrCoNiAl0.014
is greater than that of Ni–Ni (Cr, Co). Among them, the cohesive energy of Al–Al was
the largest, with the cohesive energy of Ni–Ni being the smallest. The CA between Ni–Ni
(Cr, Co) in the CrCoNiAl0.014 atomic model was >0.8 (Figure 9b). This CA was double the
0.28–0.35 observed between Al–Ni (Cr, Co). The affinity between Al–Al was 0. However,
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the CA of Al–Al (Ni, Cr, and Co) was smaller than that of Ni–Ni (Cr, Co). Among them, the
CA between Al–Al was the largest. According to the inherent law of the cohesive energy
and CA between Ni–Ni (Al, Cr, and Co) in the CrCoNiAl0.014 atomic model, with Ni–Ni,
Cr–Cr, Co–Co, and Al–Al is the same. The greater the cohesive energy between different
Ni–Cr (Al, Co) indicated a weaker CA between the medium-entropy alloy CrCoNiAl0.014
components (Ni, Cr, Co, and Al).

Figure 9. Cohesive energy (a) and chemical affinity (b) of CrCoNiAl0.014 based upon the MD data
(Units in Figure 4a: eV).

Hybrid MD and MC simulations showed that Al–Al (Ni, Cr, and Co), i.e., the
CrCoNiAl0.014 atomic model species, belonged to high-energy clusters, and their CA was
relatively low compared to that excluding Al bonding. Along with the binding energy
(cohesive energy) between the atoms, the constraints of the binding force between the
atoms also exist. When the temperature was increased from 300 to 700 K, the atomic ther-
mal vibration frequency of CrCoNiAl0.014 increased. The nuclear bonding force between
Al–Al was considerably weaker than that of Cr–Cr (Co–Co and Ni–Ni). Therefore, Cr,
Co, Ni, and Al were diffused. The activation energy of diffusion required to form Al–Al
was considerably weaker than that between Cr–Cr (Co–Co and Ni–Ni). Hence, the rate
of Al diffusion was higher than that of Cr, Co, and Ni. Finally, a small amount of Al was
transferred from the inner region of the grain to the grain boundary. When the energy
trend of the whole CrCoNiAl0.014 element system is stable, a few atoms in the form of BCC
clusters gather on the grain boundary surface.

Mixed MD and MC simulations showed that the segregation of the parts is distinctly
impacted by the diffusion speed of the solid-solution alloy elements and the strength of
their CA. However, in the context of the unbalanced crystallization of the as-cast medium-
entropy alloy CrCoNiAl0.014, the degree of microstructure segregation was affected by
the cooling rate, element diffusion, and other factors. Finally, the simulations provided
a better solution for the subsequent solution to the element segregation problem of the
medium-entropy alloy CrCoNiAl0.014.

4. Conclusions

The experiment results and mechanism of element segregation of the medium-entropy
alloy CrCoNiAl0.014 were studied through MD + MC simulations and experiments. The
studies led to the following conclusions:

(1) Element segregation at the dendrite boundary was demonstrated by the metallo-
graphic microstructure of the as-cast medium-entropy alloy CrCoNiAl0.014. Alu-
minum segregation resulted mainly in dendrite grain boundary segregation of the
as-cast medium-entropy alloy CrCoNiAl0.014, and no other new phase was generated.

(2) The hybrid MD and MC method showed that atomic segregation occurred at the grain
boundaries of CrCoNiAl0.014 polycrystals owing to the CA and diffusivity between
Al–Al. With the prolonged holding time, a small amount of Al can transfer to the
grain boundary in the CrCoNiAl0.014 polycrystal.
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(3) Based on the element segregation rule of the cast entropy alloy CrCoNiAl0.014, the
hybrid MD and MC methods, a comprehensive explanation was provided concerning
the simulation results and influencing factors of the element segregation of the as-cast
entropy alloy CrCoNiAl0.014. In the process of its unbalanced crystallization, although
the as-cast entropy alloy CrCoNiAl0.014 with regard to the diffusion rate and CA
of Cr, Co, Ni, and Al would cause element segregation in the microstructure, these
elements could also be affected by other factors, such as the cooling rate. The MD
simulation considered the influence of other factors on the element segregation of
the medium-entropy alloy CrCoNiAl0.014, which is the future scope of this study.
Therefore, the combination of MD and MC simulation with the element segregation
experiment of the as-cast entropy alloy CrCoNiAl0.014 provided a reference for the
subsequent improvement in the mechanical properties of the as-cast entropy alloy
CrCoNiAl0.014 in the as-cast state.
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